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Abstract
We show that lagged duration dependence is non-parametrically identified in mixed
proportional hazard models for duration data, in the presence of competing risks
and consecutive spells.

Keywords: lagged duration dependence, competing risks, mixed proportional haz-
ard models, identification.
JEL classification codes: C14, C41

Résumé
Nous montrons l’identification non-paramétrique de la dépendance aux durées écoulées
dans les modèles de mélange de hasards proportionnels, en présence de risques con-
currents et d’épisodes multiples.

Mots-clés: dépendance aux durées écoulées, risques concurrents, modèles de mélange
de hasards propportionnels, identification.
Classification JEL: C14, C41
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1 Introduction
Time spent in a previous state can affect the duration of sojourn in the current state.
Multiple destinations are also possible at the end of each sojourn. Appropriate mod-
elling of this situation can be found in a competing risks framework, where random
variables measure the duration until a risk materialization, and only the smallest of
all these durations is observed along with the corresponding exit destination. Appli-
cations involve, for example, investigations into the way in which the layoff-rehire
process affects unemployment outcomes (Katz and Meyer, 1990), repeated tempo-
rary jobs (Gagliarducci, 2005), and youth job stability after early unemployment
events (Doiron and Gørgens, 2008; Gaure et al., 2008; Cockx and Picchio, 2009).

The joint distribution of all the durations, observed and censored, is not non-
parametrically identified in a single-spell competing risks framework (Cox, 1962;
Tsiatis, 1975). With no assumptions, bounds on the unidentified marginal distri-
butions can be generated (Peterson, 1976). The way in which these bounds can
be tightened by imposing parametric assumptions is studied in Honoré and Lleras-
Muney (2006).

Identification requires structure, such as independent risks, parametric failure
times joint distribution (see van den Berg, 2001, for a survey), or variation in the
explanatory variables (Heckman and Honoré, 1989; Abbring and van den Berg,
2003; Lee, 2006). We show the identification of mixed proportional hazard (MPH)
models with lagged duration dependence in a multiple-spell competing risks frame-
work. We consider the simplest case where two consecutive spells are observed per
unit, and each spell can terminate because of two competing risks. Our identifica-
tion result can be easily extended to more than two spells or two destination states.
We thus generalize the single-risk result in Honoré (1993).

2 The MPH multiple-spell competing risks model
Let t = 0 be the start of the process and {Z(t), t ∈ <+} be a finite-state point
process. Z(t) indicates the state occupied by each unit at time t and takes values in
{o, a, b, c, d, e, f}. It is generated by the following sequence:

(i) The state space is {o, a, b}. State o is the origin state of the first spell, for all the
units under study. Every unit can experience at most a unique transition to a
state in {a, b}. The observed outcome of the first spell is:

T 1 = min(T ∗
oa, T

∗
ob),

∆1 = arg min
{a,b}

(T ∗
oa, T

∗
ob),

T ∗
ok = inf{t|Z(t) = k}, ∀ k ∈ {a, b}.
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The T ∗
ok’s are latent origin-destination-specific durations. We only observe

their minimum and the destination state of the first spell. Assume that tied
observations have zero probability and define the latent duration distributions
by the following mixed proportional hazard rates:

θok(t|x, vok) = λok(t)φok(x)vok, ∀ k ∈ {a, b},

where the functions λok(·) are the baseline hazards, φok(·) the systematic
parts, x a vector of regressors and vok, for all k ∈ {a, b}, a vector of un-
observed non-negative specific random variables. Dependence between T ∗

oa

and T ∗
ob is assumed to be captured by observed and unobserved characteristics.

(ii) After a random time, the unit moves to either a or b. For all k ∈ {a, b}, let
us denote by tok the observed duration of a first spell ending up in k; that is,
tok = T ∗

ok when T 1 = T ∗
ok. New state spaces are available: a transition to

a leads to a new state space where the only possible further transitions are
toward {c, d}, whereas a first transition to b leads to a new state space with
transitions toward {e, f}. Consider a first transition toward a. We have:

T 2 = min(T ∗
ac, T

∗
ad),

∆2 = arg min
{c,d}

(T ∗
ac, T

∗
ad),

T ∗
ak = inf{t− toa|Z(t) = k}, ∀ k ∈ {c, d}.

Distributions of the T ∗
ak are characterized by the origin-destination-specific

hazard functions:

θak(t|x, toa, vak) = λak(t)φak(x)hak(toa)vak, ∀ k ∈ {c, d},

where hak(·) captures the effect of the duration in the previous state on the
current transition intensity. Dependence between T ∗

ac and T ∗
ad is assumed to

be captured by observed characteristics, unobservables, and lagged duration
toa. Duration of a sojourn in b is defined in a symmetric way. Vector v ≡
(voa, vob, vac, vad, vbe, vbf ) has distribution G, which is allowed to have a mass
point at 0.

At the end of the second spell, we observe (T 1, ∆1, T 2, ∆2), and possible trajec-
tories are in {oac, oad, obe, obf}. Denote by D1 = {oa, ob} the set of the possible
transitions from the first spell, and by D2 = {ac, ad, be, bf} the set of the possible
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transitions from the second spell. The joint survival function is :

Pr{∩j∈(D1∪D2)(T
∗
j > tj)|x} =

∫
<6

+

exp
[
−

∑
k∈D1

Λk(tk)φk(x)vk−
∑
l∈D2

m(l)∈D1

Λl(tl)φl(x)hl(tm(l))vl

]
dG(v),

(1)
where Λk(tk) =

∫ tk
0

λk(u)du, for k ∈ (D1 ∪ D2). It is equal to:

LG

{
Λoa(toa)φoa(x), Λob(tob)φob(x), Λac(tac)φac(x)hac(toa),

Λad(tad)φad(x)had(toa), Λbe(tbe)φbe(x)hbe(tob), Λbf (tbf )φbf (x)hbf (tob)
}
,

where LG is the Laplace transform of G.1 This is not observable, as we observe
only (T 1, ∆1, T 2, ∆2).

The subsurvival probability functions (Tsiatis, 1975) provide the probability to
survive t1 time periods in the origin state and t2 time periods in the subsequent
state. These are observed and taken to be known for all x ∈ X . Let us denote the
subsurvivors by Ql(t1, t2|x), for l ∈ D2. Focusing on Qac, we have:

Qac(t1, t2|x) = Pr(T ∗
oa > t1, T

∗
ob > T ∗

oa, T
∗
ac > t2, T

∗
ad > T ∗

ac|x).

This subsurvival can be related to a subdensity f(T ∗
oa = t1, T

∗
ob > t1, T

∗
ac = t2, T

∗
ad >

t2|x), also known from the data. Integrating the subdensity over the duration in the
first state from t1 to infinity, we obtain the following observed function in terms of
subsurvivals:

Q′
l(t1, t2|x) =

∂

∂T ∗
l

Pr{∩j∈D1(T ∗
j > t1),∩k∈D2(T ∗

k > t2)|x},∀l ∈ D2.

More specifically, for a transition to state c at the end of the second spell:

Q′
ac(t1, t2|x) =− λac(t2)φac(x)hac(t1)

∫
<4

+

vac exp
[
−

∑
k∈{oa,ob}

Λk(t1)φk(x)vk

−
∑

l∈{ac,ad}

Λl(t2)φl(x)hl(t1)vl

]
dG(v)

=− λac(t2)φac(x)hac(t1) (2)
DacL

a
G [Λoa(t1)φoa(x), Λob(t1)φob(x), Λac(t2)φac(x), Λad(t2)φad(x)] ,

1See, e.g., Lancaster (1990), appendix 2, for an overview of the Laplace transform and its prop-
erties.
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where DacL a
G() ≡ ∂L a

G

{
soa, sob, sac, sad

}
/∂sac, and L a

G is the Laplace transform
of G defined for first spells ending in state a. We similarly define L b

G.
Applications of a competing risks model with lagged duration dependence may

involve assessment of the participation in the labour market. Suppose state o de-
notes unemployment, a employment, and b inactivity. An employment spell can be
terminated by a transition either to a second unemployment event c or to inactivity
(d = b). Inactivity may end because of a transition either to a second unemployment
event (e = c) or to employment (f = a). Similarly, Doiron and Gørgens (2008),
Gaure et al. (2008), and Cockx and Picchio (2009) estimated models to study youth
job stability after early unemployment events. Other examples involve the analysis
of types of training programs on job stability. Our theoretical framework is more
general than what is required in these examples.

3 Identification result
Theorem 1 Assume that the joint survivor function of (T ∗

oa, T
∗
ob, T

∗
ac, T

∗
ad, T ∗

be, T
∗
bf )

conditional on x is given by (1). Functions LG, (Λj, φj), ∀j ∈ D1 ∪ D2, and hl,
∀l ∈ D2, are identified from the distribution of (T1, ∆1, T2, ∆2) conditional on x
under the following assumptions:

A1 Λj(t) < ∞ is non-negative, differentiable, and strictly increasing ∀j ∈ (D1∪
D2) and ∀t ∈ <+.

A2 The support χ of x is an open set in<n. For all j ∈ D1∪D2, φj is a continuous
function such that {φoa(x), φob(x), φac(x), φad(x), φbe(x), φbf (x)} contains a
non-empty open set in <6

+.

A3 hl is non-negative on <+, ∀l ∈ D2.

A4 Vector v has non-negative components with distribution function G indepen-
dent of x, and E[v] < ∞.

A5 For all l ∈ D2, hl(t
0) = 1 for some fixed t0 ∈ <+. For all j ∈ (D1 ∪ D2),

Λj(t
00) = 1 for some fixed t00 ∈ <+. For all j ∈ (D1 ∪ D2), φj(x

00)=1 for
some fixed x00 ∈ χ.

Proof. Conditional on x, the duration in the second spell depends on the duration
in the first spell, and we can not iteratively apply a single-spell identification result.
Our proof successively establishes the identification of (a) the functions involved in
the distribution of the first-spell durations, (b) functions (φac, φad, φbe, φbf ), (c) the
unobserved heterogeneity distribution G, (d) functions (hac, had, hbe, hbf ), (e) the
baseline hazards (λac, λad, λbe, λbe).
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(a) From the marginal distribution of (T1, ∆1)|x we can identify (Λk, φk), ∀k ∈ D1

(Heckman and Honoré, 1989; Abbring and van den Berg, 2003).

(b) As t2 → 0:

Q′
ac(t1, t2|x)

Q′
ac(t1, t2|x00)

→ φac(x)

φac(x00)

DacL a
G [Λoa(t1)φoa(x), Λob(t1)φob(x), 0, 0]

DacL a
G [Λoa(t1)φoa(x00), Λob(t1)φob(x00), 0, 0]

.

As t1 → 0, DacL a
G(.) → E(vac) < ∞ and identification of φac is obtained.

Analogously working on Q′
l, ∀l ∈ {ad, be, bf}, yields the identification of

φad, φbe, and φbf .

(c) Evaluate the joint survivor function (1) at toa = tob = t0 and tl = t00, ∀l ∈ D2.
We obtain:

LG

[
Λoa(t

0)φoa(x), Λob(t
0)φob(x), φac(x), φad(x), φbe(x), φbf (x)

]
.

This is observed, as t0 is unique for all the first spells, as well as t00 for the
second spells. From assumption A2, we can vary x and trace LG on a non-
empty open set. The Laplace transform LG is completely monotone, and is
thus identified on a non-empty open set from Proposition 1 in Abbring and
van den Berg (2003). As LG is real analytic, its identification on an open
set can be extended to <6

+. Uniqueness of the Laplace transform concludes
the identification of G. Identification of L a

G and L b
G can be shown along the

same lines.

(d) As t2 → 0:

Q′
ac(t1, t2|x)

Q′
ac(t

0, t2|x)
→ hac(t1)

hac(t00)

DacL a
G [Λoa(t1)φoa(x̂), Λob(t1)φob(x), 0, 0]

DacL a
G [Λoa(t00)φoa(x), Λob(t00)φob(x), 0, 0]

. (3)

Since the hazards of the first spell and G have been identified, we identify hac

by varying t1. Identification of had, hbe, and hbf is analogous.

(e) To identify Λac, compute Q′
ac and solve in λac. This yields a differential equa-

tion:

λac

(
t2, Λac(t2), Λad(t2)

)
=

Q′
ac(t1, t2|x)

φac(x)hac(t1)Mac

, (4)

where

Mac =DacL
a
G

[
Λoa(t1)φoa(x), Λob(t1)φob(x), Λac(t2)φac(x)hac(t1),

Λad(t2)φad(x)had(t1)
]
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and with initial condition Λac(t
00) = 1. Set t2 = t00 and fix x. The numerator

of (4) is observed and Λac, φac, hac and L a
G have already been identified.

We can compute λac(t
00) using the normalization in assumption A5. We can

also compute Λac(t
0 + ε) for a sufficiently small ε, and deduce the marginal

changes λac. Plugging it in the differential equation (4) and solving iteratively,
we can trace out Λac on <+. A generalized smoothness Lipschitz continuity
is satisfied, ensuring the uniqueness of the traced-out Λac (Abbring and van
den Berg, 2003). Identification of λad, λbe and λbe proceeds in the same way.
This completes the proof.‖

A consequence of the result is an informal test for lagged duration dependence.
In applications, a quick plot of relation (3) can display a discernible non-constant
pattern.
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